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Inspiration  Inspiration  



Milky Way Campaign Milky Way Campaign 

Source:
http://en.fubiz.net/

BBDO developed this ambient campaign in a 
New Yorker supermarket  for a caramel bar by 
Milky Way. 

BBDO developed this ambient campaign in a 
New Yorker supermarket  for a caramel bar by 
Milky Way. 



Creativity meets Parking GarageCreativity meets Parking Garage

Source: 

http://de-war.de/eurekacarpark.html

Axel Peemoeller
designed this 
way-finding-
system for the 
Eureka Tower
Carpark in 
Melbourne. He 
won several 
international 
design awards for 
this project. 

Axel Peemoeller
designed this 
way-finding-
system for the 
Eureka Tower
Carpark in 
Melbourne. He 
won several 
international 
design awards for 
this project. 



Ambient Marketing by Nivea: Good-bye Cellulite CouchAmbient Marketing by Nivea: Good-bye Cellulite Couch

Source:
http://commercial-archive.com/node/145303

To promote their new anti-cellulite-cream on 
the fashion week in Miami, Nivea placed this 
„Good-bye-Cellulite-Couch” to dramatize the 
effectiveness of the cream in a humorous 
way. 

Agency:TBWA/Chiat/Day NY

To promote their new anti-cellulite-cream on 
the fashion week in Miami, Nivea placed this 
„Good-bye-Cellulite-Couch” to dramatize the 
effectiveness of the cream in a humorous 
way. 

Agency:TBWA/Chiat/Day NY



Wallace and Gromit act as models in Harvey Nics advertWallace and Gromit act as models in Harvey Nics advert

Source:
http://www.mad.co.uk/Main/News/Articlex/7e7214a0d9f8412b88d2a1e717915fc9/Wallace-and-Gromit-star-in-Harvey-Nics-advert.html

The fashion-store label Harvey Nicols has 
chosen the British icons Wallace and Gromit
as their faces for a new print ad campaign. 
Wallace wears designer clothes from 
Alexander McQueen, Dolce & Gabbana or 
Giorgio Armani, while Gromit wears a Paul 
Smith scarf.

The fashion-store label Harvey Nicols has 
chosen the British icons Wallace and Gromit
as their faces for a new print ad campaign. 
Wallace wears designer clothes from 
Alexander McQueen, Dolce & Gabbana or 
Giorgio Armani, while Gromit wears a Paul 
Smith scarf.



Ambient Marketing – Oreo ElevatorAmbient Marketing – Oreo Elevator

This ambient media idea created by Draftfcb
is for Oreo cookies. They use an elevator to 
dunk an Oreo cookie into a glass of milk. 

This ambient media idea created by Draftfcb
is for Oreo cookies. They use an elevator to 
dunk an Oreo cookie into a glass of milk. 

Source: 
http://tinsiders.blogspot.com/search/label/Advertising



Ambient & Guerrilla against Criminal RecordsAmbient & Guerrilla against Criminal Records

These real handcuffs were locked to
public objects all over in Vancouver 
city. For Pardons Direct Inc, from Hot Tomali –
Vancouver. 
Pardons Direct is a company that clears 
people’s criminal record and provides them 
with expert Canadian Pardon and U.S. Entry 
Waiver application.

These real handcuffs were locked to
public objects all over in Vancouver 
city. For Pardons Direct Inc, from Hot Tomali –
Vancouver. 
Pardons Direct is a company that clears 
people’s criminal record and provides them 
with expert Canadian Pardon and U.S. Entry 
Waiver application.

Source:
http://commercial-archive.com/node/145281



McDonald’s Print Campaigns from Denmark and New ZealandMcDonald’s Print Campaigns from Denmark and New Zealand

Source: 
http://www.trendhunter.com/photos/15687



Print ads for full figured womenPrint ads for full figured women

Source
http://adsoftheworld.com/media/print/fit_light_dairy_mena_suvari

To support a light yogurt in Brazil a print 
campaign was developed which uses images  
from famous American movies. 

To support a light yogurt in Brazil a print 
campaign was developed which uses images  
from famous American movies. 



Neon Art Neon Art 

Source:
http://commercial-archive.com/

The Swiss artist 
Nic Hess created 
this light artwork.
To convert  
popular chocolate 
candies and a 
fast food giant  
into the  
technology 
company 3M is 
pure freedom of 
artistic 
expression.

The Swiss artist 
Nic Hess created 
this light artwork.
To convert  
popular chocolate 
candies and a 
fast food giant  
into the  
technology 
company 3M is 
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artistic 
expression.



Street art: Obama‘s posseStreet art: Obama‘s posse

The magazine The Denver Egoist has 
observed the political street art in Denver.
This picture from Obama as Abraham Lincoln 
belongs to the Obama`s posse. 

The magazine The Denver Egoist has 
observed the political street art in Denver.
This picture from Obama as Abraham Lincoln 
belongs to the Obama`s posse. 

Source:
http://commercial-archive.com/node/145296



Ambient Campaign by Canon Ambient Campaign by Canon 

Source:
http://diepresse.com/home/wirtschaft/economist/105041/index.do?gal=105041&index=109&direct=&_vl_backlink=/home/index.do&popup=



A steaming drain cover in NY for Bosch Steam IronsA steaming drain cover in NY for Bosch Steam Irons

Source:
http://diepresse.com/home/wirtschaft/economist/105041/index.do?gal=105041&index=109&direct=&_vl_backlink=/home/index.do&popup=



Print ad by Post-it Print ad by Post-it 

Source:
http://diepresse.com/home/wirtschaft/economist/105041/index.do?gal=105041&index=117&direct=&_vl_backlink=/home/index.do&popup=



Nike Shoes Nike Shoes 

Nike and CityScape developed a remarkable 
promotion in a mall in Antwerp to promote the 
Nike Zoom Victory+ running shoe. Consumer 
could race against the virtual Kim Gevaert
(Belgium top athlete) who was visualized on a 
large LED-screen. 

Nike and CityScape developed a remarkable 
promotion in a mall in Antwerp to promote the 
Nike Zoom Victory+ running shoe. Consumer 
could race against the virtual Kim Gevaert
(Belgium top athlete) who was visualized on a 
large LED-screen. 

Source: 
http://www.cityscape.nl/news.php



Ikea‘s online campaign for the new catalogIkea‘s online campaign for the new catalog

Nils is waiting for the new Ikea catalog – and 
everyone can see that in real-time on the 
internet (“Wait until September“)
On the page www.warte-bis-september.de it is 
possible to see how Nils is passing the time of
Waiting and one can interact with him via mail, 
phone or chat.

Nils is waiting for the new Ikea catalog – and 
everyone can see that in real-time on the 
internet (“Wait until September“)
On the page www.warte-bis-september.de it is 
possible to see how Nils is passing the time of
Waiting and one can interact with him via mail, 
phone or chat.

Source:
http://www.horizont.net/kreation/online/pages/protected/show.php?id=1314



Print ad by Hut WeberPrint ad by Hut Weber

Source: 
http://diepresse.com/home/wirtschaft/economist/105041/index.do?gal=105041&index=59&direct=&_vl_backlink=/home/index.do&popup=



Print ad by Nokia phone cameraPrint ad by Nokia phone camera

This print ad dramatizes the zoom function of  
the mobile phone Nokia 931.
This print ad dramatizes the zoom function of  
the mobile phone Nokia 931.

Source:
http://diepresse.com/home/wirtschaft/economist/105041/index.do?gal=105041&index=17&direct=&_vl_backlink=/home/index.do&popup=



3D Business Cards by Fubiz™3D Business Cards by Fubiz™

Source.  
http://tinsiders.blogspot.com/



Advertising campaign for more sports Advertising campaign for more sports 

Source: 
http://diepresse.com/home/wirtschaft/economist/105041/index.do?gal=105041&index=80&direct=&_vl_backlink=/home/index.do&popup=

What happens if people do no sports is 
visualized in the campaign by Deutscher 
Olympischer Sportbund.

What happens if people do no sports is 
visualized in the campaign by Deutscher 
Olympischer Sportbund.



Promotion by Mini in BeijingPromotion by Mini in Beijing

Source:
http://www.thecoolhunter.net/events/Creative-Brands-Rising-Above-The-Noise-At-Beijing-Olympics/



Ambient Marketing by gorge grown farmers marketAmbient Marketing by gorge grown farmers market

Source:
http://www.guerrilla-innovation.com/archives/2008/08/000661.php



InsightsInsights



Study: Local Media Site Ads Set the PaceStudy: Local Media Site Ads Set the Pace

Adweek reported in August that the 
new report from the Online Publishers 
Association concluded that consumers are 
more likely to take action after viewing ads on 
local media sites, such as local newspaper, TV 
station and magazine sites compared to other 
local online venues. 

Newspapers ranked first with 46 percent of 
consumers taking action after viewing local ads, 
followed by local TV sites (44 percent), local 
magazine sites (42 percent), user review sites 
(39 percent) and portals (37 percent).

Newspaper, TV and magazine sites also 
attracted significant percentages of consumers 
who spent more than $500 online in the past 12 
months, compared to portal visitors and the 
general online population. 

Adweek reported in August that the 
new report from the Online Publishers 
Association concluded that consumers are 
more likely to take action after viewing ads on 
local media sites, such as local newspaper, TV 
station and magazine sites compared to other 
local online venues. 

Newspapers ranked first with 46 percent of 
consumers taking action after viewing local ads, 
followed by local TV sites (44 percent), local 
magazine sites (42 percent), user review sites 
(39 percent) and portals (37 percent).

Newspaper, TV and magazine sites also 
attracted significant percentages of consumers 
who spent more than $500 online in the past 12 
months, compared to portal visitors and the 
general online population. 

Read more: 
http://www.adweek.com/aw/content_display/news/agency/e3i9623deb3503a61e354826d52b6ba1e26



Two potential models for mobile TV Two potential models for mobile TV 

The institute In-Stat identified two potential 
models for mobile TV viewing: “waiting room”
and “leisure time” with very different 
requirements. 
Recent research by In-Stat found the 
following:

• Mobile operators offering both 3G and 
out-of-band video content (such as
MediaFLO, DVB-H or 1-Seg) have the 
near-term advantage fulfilling both leisure 
time and waiting room usage models.

• Over half of the respondents to an In-Stat 
US consumer survey reported watching 
Internet video in the previous 30 days.

• There is a strong preference for full-
length shows rather than selected 
highlights tailored for mobile viewing.

• US survey respondents prefer monthly 
subscription fees to the purchase of video 
devices.

The institute In-Stat identified two potential 
models for mobile TV viewing: “waiting room”
and “leisure time” with very different 
requirements. 
Recent research by In-Stat found the 
following:

• Mobile operators offering both 3G and 
out-of-band video content (such as
MediaFLO, DVB-H or 1-Seg) have the 
near-term advantage fulfilling both leisure 
time and waiting room usage models.

• Over half of the respondents to an In-Stat 
US consumer survey reported watching 
Internet video in the previous 30 days.

• There is a strong preference for full-
length shows rather than selected 
highlights tailored for mobile viewing.

• US survey respondents prefer monthly 
subscription fees to the purchase of video 
devices.

Source: 
http://www.instat.com/press.asp?ID=2363



Male consumer – high potentials for household brandsMale consumer – high potentials for household brands

Read more under:
http://www.adweek.com/aw/content_display/special-reports/other-reports/e3i1e343e9ca0d6f68bc57f2f143dd33c29?pn=1

The article from Adweek describes that men -
due to social developments - are becoming 
more and more an important target group for 
household brands. Companies like P&G or
Unilever are reconsidering their targeting. 

The article from Adweek describes that men -
due to social developments - are becoming 
more and more an important target group for 
household brands. Companies like P&G or
Unilever are reconsidering their targeting. 



Social media usage affecting e-mail marketingSocial media usage affecting e-mail marketing

Due to a report from Jupiter research the 
gaining popularity of social networks, as well 
as increased texting and cell-phone use, is 
beginning to impact the effectiveness of e-
mail marketing, according to “The Social and 
Portable Inbox: Optimizing E-mail Marketing 
in the New Era of Communication Tools”. 

22% of e-mail users said they use social 
networking sites instead of e-mail for 
communications. 
Jupiter also found that 44% of Internet users 
said e-mail marketing had inspired at least 
one online purchase, and 41% said e-mail 
had inspired at least one offline purchase. 

This is down from last year, when 51% of e-
mail users said e-mail marketing had 
contributed to at least one online purchase, 
and 47% said e-mail had inspired at least one 
offline purchase, according to the report, 
based on an online survey of 2,460 Internet 
users conducted in April. 

Due to a report from Jupiter research the 
gaining popularity of social networks, as well 
as increased texting and cell-phone use, is 
beginning to impact the effectiveness of e-
mail marketing, according to “The Social and 
Portable Inbox: Optimizing E-mail Marketing 
in the New Era of Communication Tools”. 

22% of e-mail users said they use social 
networking sites instead of e-mail for 
communications. 
Jupiter also found that 44% of Internet users 
said e-mail marketing had inspired at least 
one online purchase, and 41% said e-mail 
had inspired at least one offline purchase. 

This is down from last year, when 51% of e-
mail users said e-mail marketing had 
contributed to at least one online purchase, 
and 47% said e-mail had inspired at least one 
offline purchase, according to the report, 
based on an online survey of 2,460 Internet 
users conducted in April. 

Source: http://www.viralblog.com/2008/08/20/how-social-media-impacts-search-e-mail/ and
http://www.btobonline.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20080811/FREE/259304319/1078/newsletter01



The Hype-Cycle of new technologiesThe Hype-Cycle of new technologies

The report “Hype Cycle for Emerging 
Technologies, 2008″ by the research institute
Gartner; Inc. highlights 27 emerging 
technologies. Gartner forecasts that eight of 
these technologies and trends will have a 
substantial business impact in two - five years. 
Some of these trends are:

• Green IT 
• Cloud computing 
• Social computing platforms 
• Video telepresence 
• Microblogging

Read more about this topic under:
http://www.netzwelt.de/news/78333-studie-die-wichtigsten-it-
trends-.html

The report “Hype Cycle for Emerging 
Technologies, 2008″ by the research institute
Gartner; Inc. highlights 27 emerging 
technologies. Gartner forecasts that eight of 
these technologies and trends will have a 
substantial business impact in two - five years. 
Some of these trends are:

• Green IT 
• Cloud computing 
• Social computing platforms 
• Video telepresence 
• Microblogging

Read more about this topic under:
http://www.netzwelt.de/news/78333-studie-die-wichtigsten-it-
trends-.html

Source:
http://www.themenblog.de/2008/08/web_20_als_erfolgsstrategie_kleine_unter.html



Majority of consumer using more CouponsMajority of consumer using more Coupons

A new study from Prospectiv says that 72% of
consumers are using more coupons than they
did 6 months ago.  While newspapers
and magazines were the primary source of
Coupons for 51% of consumers, 39% said they
wanted to receive their future coupons via
direct mail, while 26% said e-mail, either direct
or through newsletters, would work. Another
16% preferred Web sites. 
More results:
• 80% said they would be very likely or likely 

to increase their use of coupons if they 
could be tailored to their interests and 
delivered online.

• 87% of shoppers said they would be more 
likely to shop at a retailer that offered 
coupons.  

• And the good news for newspapers: 47% 
found print and online coupons equally 
convenient, while just 9% reported online 
coupons were most convenient. 

A new study from Prospectiv says that 72% of
consumers are using more coupons than they
did 6 months ago.  While newspapers
and magazines were the primary source of
Coupons for 51% of consumers, 39% said they
wanted to receive their future coupons via
direct mail, while 26% said e-mail, either direct
or through newsletters, would work. Another
16% preferred Web sites. 
More results:
• 80% said they would be very likely or likely 

to increase their use of coupons if they 
could be tailored to their interests and 
delivered online.

• 87% of shoppers said they would be more 
likely to shop at a retailer that offered 
coupons.  

• And the good news for newspapers: 47% 
found print and online coupons equally 
convenient, while just 9% reported online 
coupons were most convenient. 

Full article: 
http://www.brandweek.com/bw/content_display/news-and-features/direct/e3id8dfe313e4e793c79fe624683fdaeb72?imw=Y



TrendsTrends



Flavour-Lab Flavour-Lab 

Springwise reported about a new business 
idea in the food & beverage area: In
Bermerhaven (Germany) a new restaurant  
has opened with the name 
„Geschmackslabor“. The name "Flavour lab"  
represents the business idea:  
Customers can add flavour to their meals. 
Dishes are served ready-to-eat, but diners 
are encouraged to enhance it by adding one 
or more of twenty custom-made seasoning 
oils offered by the Geschmackslabor. 
Website: www.geschmackslabor.com

Springwise reported about a new business 
idea in the food & beverage area: In
Bermerhaven (Germany) a new restaurant  
has opened with the name 
„Geschmackslabor“. The name "Flavour lab"  
represents the business idea:  
Customers can add flavour to their meals. 
Dishes are served ready-to-eat, but diners 
are encouraged to enhance it by adding one 
or more of twenty custom-made seasoning 
oils offered by the Geschmackslabor. 
Website: www.geschmackslabor.com

Source: 
http://www.springwise.com/food_beverage/taste_lab_restaurant_lets_cust/



Healthy PhoneHealthy Phone

'Healthy' phones that do more than just make 
calls are becoming popular in Japan. 

A perfect example is the new F884iES, a 
mobile phone made by Fujitsu for market-
leader NTT DoCoMo's Raku Raku (Easy
Peasy) range of phones for OAPs.

The new handset creates a daily health diary 
for its owner by combining information 
gathered from two sources built into the 
phone.

A pedometer measures how far the user 
walks each day – the Japanese government 
recommends 10,000 paces daily for retired 
people, who can often be seen clutching 
dedicated pedometers in the street, 
incidentally – and adds it to data from an 
ingenious bit of camera trickery.

'Healthy' phones that do more than just make 
calls are becoming popular in Japan. 

A perfect example is the new F884iES, a 
mobile phone made by Fujitsu for market-
leader NTT DoCoMo's Raku Raku (Easy
Peasy) range of phones for OAPs.

The new handset creates a daily health diary 
for its owner by combining information 
gathered from two sources built into the 
phone.

A pedometer measures how far the user 
walks each day – the Japanese government 
recommends 10,000 paces daily for retired 
people, who can often be seen clutching 
dedicated pedometers in the street, 
incidentally – and adds it to data from an 
ingenious bit of camera trickery.

Source: 
http://www.techradar.com/news/phone-and-communications/mobile-phones/bpm-phone-uses-camera-to-measure-heart-rate-438949



Air VehicleAir Vehicle

Zero Pollution Motors will launch a vehicle 
that runs on air in 2009 or 2010. 
According to Green Business, the Air Car will 
be sold in the US for the price of $17,800. 

More information about the vehicle on: 
http://zeropollutionmotors.us/

Zero Pollution Motors will launch a vehicle 
that runs on air in 2009 or 2010. 
According to Green Business, the Air Car will 
be sold in the US for the price of $17,800. 

More information about the vehicle on: 
http://zeropollutionmotors.us/

Source:
http://www.autobloggreen.com/2008/02/21/air-car-coming-to-america-by-2009-2010-will-cost-17-800/

<> 



Instant English/Chinese Voice TranslationInstant English/Chinese Voice Translation

TechCrunch reported that VoIP service 
provider Jajah has launched a instant 
English/Chinese Voice Translator: 

TechCrunch reported that VoIP service 
provider Jajah has launched a instant 
English/Chinese Voice Translator: 

Source:
http://www.techcrunch.com/2008/08/06/jajah-launches-instant-chineseenglish-voice-translation/

„How does JAJAH.Babel work? From English to 
Chinese or in reverse:
Dial JAJAH.Babel from any phone. Choose which 
language you want your message translated into 
(either English to Chinese or Chinese to English)
Say your message and press #
You will be able to confirm that your message was 
properly understood by the system. The message 
will automatically be played back in Chinese. If you 
wish, simply hand your phone to the other person 
or put the phone on loudspeaker so they hear the 
message.
The other person can then record a message in 
Chinese, following the steps above, and you will 
hear their message in English.“



Sensors tracking Shopper's HabitsSensors tracking Shopper's Habits

Infosys has developed ShoppingTrip 360, a 
hosted software application that can track 
shoppers and inventory, using wireless 
sensors placed on shelving, promotional 
displays, and shopping carts. The sensors
can send information such as where 
shoppers stop in a store, what products they 
pick up, what they put back, what they put in 
their cart, and whether a product is out of 
stock. 

Infosys has developed ShoppingTrip 360, a 
hosted software application that can track 
shoppers and inventory, using wireless 
sensors placed on shelving, promotional 
displays, and shopping carts. The sensors
can send information such as where 
shoppers stop in a store, what products they 
pick up, what they put back, what they put in 
their cart, and whether a product is out of 
stock. 

Source: 
http://technologyreview.com/Infotech/21161/



Google offers In-Game-Advertising Google offers In-Game-Advertising 

New Google innovation: Game characters 
shall present short commercial clips at the 
end of a level. According to Google, the 
technology is fully developed  and everyone 
can start with that any time.

In-Game-Advertising is targeting at young 
men who are not regularly watch television.

Microsoft already allows In-Game-Advertising 
on the Xbox 360 and Sony announced that 
they will launch it in Playstation 3. 

New Google innovation: Game characters 
shall present short commercial clips at the 
end of a level. According to Google, the 
technology is fully developed  and everyone 
can start with that any time.

In-Game-Advertising is targeting at young 
men who are not regularly watch television.

Microsoft already allows In-Game-Advertising 
on the Xbox 360 and Sony announced that 
they will launch it in Playstation 3. 

Source: 
http://diepresse.com/home/techscience/internet/google/402461/index.do



In-store targeted-advertisingIn-store targeted-advertising

The Wall Street Journals reports that marketers 
are starting to personalize in-store promotions 
based on products the consumer recently picked 
off a shelf or purchased.  
The journal describe a in-store targeted-
advertising efforts of Dunkin' Donuts in two 
location in USA: 
People ordering a coffee in the morning can see 
ads at the cash register promoting the chain's 
hash browns or breakfast sandwiches. At the 
pick-up counter, customers see ads prompting 
them to return for a coffee break in the afternoon 
and try an oven-toasted pizza.
Another is example is that  Procter & Gamble is 
placing radio-frequency identification tags on 
products at a Metro Extra retail store in Germany 
so that when a customer pulls the product off the 
shelf, a digital screen at eye level changes its 
message. When a consumer picks out a shampoo 
for a particular type of hair, for instance, the 
screen recommends the most appropriate 
conditioner or other hair products. 

The Wall Street Journals reports that marketers 
are starting to personalize in-store promotions 
based on products the consumer recently picked 
off a shelf or purchased.  
The journal describe a in-store targeted-
advertising efforts of Dunkin' Donuts in two 
location in USA: 
People ordering a coffee in the morning can see 
ads at the cash register promoting the chain's 
hash browns or breakfast sandwiches. At the 
pick-up counter, customers see ads prompting 
them to return for a coffee break in the afternoon 
and try an oven-toasted pizza.
Another is example is that  Procter & Gamble is 
placing radio-frequency identification tags on 
products at a Metro Extra retail store in Germany 
so that when a customer pulls the product off the 
shelf, a digital screen at eye level changes its 
message. When a consumer picks out a shampoo 
for a particular type of hair, for instance, the 
screen recommends the most appropriate 
conditioner or other hair products. 

Source: 
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB121927508211958397.html?mod=2_1567_topbox



Touch Sight Camera for Blind PeopleTouch Sight Camera for Blind People

The Touch Sight Camera has been developed 
and designed by Chueh Lee of the Samsung 
Design Team China. It won the International 
Design Excellence Award 2008.

The Touch Sight Camera has been developed 
and designed by Chueh Lee of the Samsung 
Design Team China. It won the International 
Design Excellence Award 2008.

Source: 
http://zeitgeist.yopi.de/design/416/touch-sight-kamera-fur-blinde-entwickelt-von-samsung-designer

„Touch Sight is a revolutionary digital camera 
designed for visually impaired people. Simple 
features make it easy to use, including a 
unique feature which records sound for three 
seconds after pressing the shutter button. The 
user can then use the sound as reference 
when reviewing and managing the photos.“
http://www.idsa.org/IDEA_Awards/gallery/200
8/award_details.asp?ID=774

„Touch Sight is a revolutionary digital camera 
designed for visually impaired people. Simple 
features make it easy to use, including a 
unique feature which records sound for three 
seconds after pressing the shutter button. The 
user can then use the sound as reference 
when reviewing and managing the photos.“
http://www.idsa.org/IDEA_Awards/gallery/200
8/award_details.asp?ID=774



Blog AdvertisingBlog Advertising

Mog, a platform for music blogs,  is launching 
an ad network.

MOG Music Network will allow partner blogs
to embed widgets that display content from 
other blogs, and will also allow bloggers to 
have their own posts syndicated to Mog.com. 
The network will also allow bloggers to 
customize the ads that appear on their sites, 
and to generate revenues greater than what 
they’d get from a typical ad network like
Google AdSense. Partners will be able to 
participate in a 50/50 rev share agreement on 
a CPM basis.

Mog, a platform for music blogs,  is launching 
an ad network.

MOG Music Network will allow partner blogs
to embed widgets that display content from 
other blogs, and will also allow bloggers to 
have their own posts syndicated to Mog.com. 
The network will also allow bloggers to 
customize the ads that appear on their sites, 
and to generate revenues greater than what 
they’d get from a typical ad network like
Google AdSense. Partners will be able to 
participate in a 50/50 rev share agreement on 
a CPM basis.

Source: 
http://www.techcrunch.com/2008/08/11/mog-launches-ad-network-columbia-records-exec-joins-board/



Your Street, Your VoiceYour Street, Your Voice

The slogan  represents the idea of
streetadvisor:  „Let the world know what 
you REALLY think about your street! „
This website is a user-generated review site 
that rates streets by their overall impression 
(cleanliness,  public services etc.)

The slogan  represents the idea of
streetadvisor:  „Let the world know what 
you REALLY think about your street! „
This website is a user-generated review site 
that rates streets by their overall impression 
(cleanliness,  public services etc.)

Source:
http://www.streetadvisor.com/



Online-Atlas OneGeologyOnline-Atlas OneGeology

What Google Maps is for the earth's surface,
OneGeology shall become for the world 
geology. The digital Atlas of the rocks 
supplies a picture of our earth without 
oceans, forests or cities. So multicolored the 
world can be. 
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Source: 
http://www.handelsblatt.com/technologie/forschung/bunte-unterwelt;2019627



Vending machines for bicycle partsVending machines for bicycle parts

The bike manufacturer Trek set up a 
prototype Convenience Center. 
Located outside the Trek Shop convenience 
center for cyclists that provides access to 
cycling products, information and a safe 
place to work on a bike. The full-service 
vending machine is stocked with bicycle 
products such as spare tubes, patches, tire 
levers, CO2 cartridges and more, along with 
food and cold drinks; it also features an 
information center with maps, a message 
board and advertising space for local 
announcements. A covered maintenance 
area, meanwhile, offers a work stand, free air 
and even how-to videos—available at the 
push of a button—for those trickier repairs. 
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Source:
http://www.springwise.com/transportation/vending_machines_for_bicycle_p/



New Metrics for WidgetsNew Metrics for Widgets

Facebook took a step toward standardizing 
the wild world of Web metrics by switching its 
engagement rating for applications from 
reporting daily usage to measuring monthly 
active users. 

The social networking site disclosed the 
change last week via a company blog aimed 
at an audience of developers. The goal is to 
help developers focus on "longer-term 
engagement" and show them "the number of 
users who visit [their] application over a 
longer time frame than just one day," 
according to Facebook. 

A daily count measures a flashy application 
that does one thing like show a movie 
preview, for example. A longer time frame 
[metric] will force widget developers to seek 
longer term engagement with their widget 
applications
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Source:
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Facebook Tests Ad CommentsFacebook Tests Ad Comments

Source:
http://www.adweek.com/aw/content_display/news/digital/e3i59d687c2e454352e53b3e7bb401084de

Facebook is trying out a new ad format that 
attempts to bring social networking to video 
placements.

When users watch the video, they are then 
presented with a commenting option, similar 
to those that appear within the site's News 
Feed.

Comments are featured from others in a 
user's network. In this way, a user can see 
what his or her friends think about a movie or 
product.

The site is not the first to experiment with ad 
comments. Weblogs tried a system called 
Focus Ads in 2005 that would display user 
comments on ad messages.
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Out-of-home interactive entertainment Out-of-home interactive entertainment 

TouchTunes jukeboxes display ads and 
digital games with the music selections for 
which patrons pay. Users spend about six 
minutes on average interacting with the unit, 
per the company.
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Source:
http://www.brandweek.com/bw/content_display/news-and-features/digital/e3id234a797fa15b9ff5a01c53fc11be734



Android – Mobile phone "GPhone" Android – Mobile phone "GPhone" 

T-Mobil wants to bring out a mobile phone 
with the google operating system Android this 
year. 

The operating system developed by google
offers all functions of an ordinary mobile 
phone operation system, but has additionally 
a three-dimensional picture display. It is 
appropriate for touch-sensitive screens. 
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Source:
http://www.focus.de/digital/handy/android-handy-t-mobile-bestaetigt-gphone-plaene_aid_325948.html



First Mobile ad insertion platformFirst Mobile ad insertion platform

Interactive TV firm SinglePoint has launched 
what it believes to be the first mobile ad 
insertion platform. Dubbed SingleBrand, the 
offering is designed to retrieve and serve ads 
for interactive shows on networks such as 
Bravo, NBC, MTV, Fox and the CW.

When viewers respond to calls to action -- for 
example, voting for their favorite performer 
via their mobile phones - they're served a 
confirmation reply that also includes an ad 
message. Thus, SinglePoint's media and 
entertainment partners can generate revenue 
by providing advertisers access to viewers.

Advertisers can use click-to-call, click-to-link 
and click-to-SMS on the platform. 
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Advertisers can use click-to-call, click-to-link 
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Read more: 
http://www.adweek.com/aw/content_display/news/digital/e3ifa16f485c81d0f2a1eb6385c971142e1



Hybrid-cars powered by McDonald‘sHybrid-cars powered by McDonald‘s

The time is right for cars powered by fast food: 
In the Philippines a pilot project has been 
started to turn used cooking oil into hybrid-fuel. 

The cars will run on a mixture of 40 percent 
diesel and 60 percent cooking oil, donated by 
McDonald’s. 
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Source:
http://www.thebrandelastic.com/2008/07/mcdonalds-gives.html



Parking Service for Airport VisitorsParking Service for Airport Visitors

The website www.aboutairportparking.com
offers a parking service to all visitors of any 
airport in North America, Australia,  New 
Zealand; UK and Ireland: A convenient way 
to find an affordable place to park. 
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